This paper presents a new generator of chaotic bit sequences with mixed-mode 
sequence that can be compromised through a synchronization of chaotic systems [3] - [7] , or a possible prediction of a bit sequence due to a finite precision number representation [8] - [10] . Those problems are strongly linked to the fact that the output of a single discrete input generator in the finite precision arithmetics becomes periodic (therefore nonchaotic) even if the length of the output sequence is of order 10 6 . Most studies on digital chaotic generators utilize the NIST 2 tests when the statistical properties (i.e. randomness of the sequences of 0s and 1s) are examined for the sequences of minimum length of 10 6 . Our paper differs from such an approach, as we are interested in improving the level of chaotic behavior (as measured by the parameter K below).
Historical perspective
The best approach to generate random binary sequences is to use a source with the highest possible entropy level. That level depends primary on the source itself, its "working" environment and possible unauthorized attempts to modify the source, for example through hacking. Fig. 1a shows a general idea of generating a random binary sequence. A chaotic bit generator serves as a source of a high entropy sequence. The binary sequences obtained from chaotic generators are called the binary chaotic sequences. To transform such sequences into binary random sequences it is necessary to post-process the chaotic sequences and apply corrections to eliminate instances of biased 0 and 1 bits (long intervals of bits of the same value). Typical method applied for that purpose is the von Neumann correction that is considered to be a randomness extractor [11] .
In the correction process, the random bits of a sequence form pairs of two bits. Whenever the two bits of a pair are equal, the pair is discarded. When the two bits are different and the pair starts with a 1, the pair is replaced by a 1.
When it starts with a 0, it is replaced by a 0. After such a correction, the bias is removed from the sequence. The von Neumann correction transforms a chaotic sequence into a random one, which is shorter than the orignal chaotic sequence.
NIST = National Institute of Standards and Technology
Most of the methods of examining binary sequences are applied to the postprocessed sequences, after the von Neumann correction had been applied. This paper takes a different approach and the binary chaotic sequences are analyzed and tested without being pre-processed. This allows for a direct analysis of the obtained bit sequences. The new mixed-mode input generator of chaotic bit sequences is tested with the 0-1 test for chaos to monitor the generator's chaotic nature. Short bit sequences, apart from their chaotic dynamics, also have selected properties of random processes, confirmed through a compution of typical parameters, such as, the entropy level, compression, χ 2 and MonteCarlo π numbers, and others. The sequences obtained from our mixed-mode input chaotic binary generator are compared with a reference binary sequence with high entropy level obtained from the Quantis generator [12] .
Other issues of binary sequence generators
Increasing the number of bits used in the finite precision arithmetics may temporarily solve the problem of having a lower quality random sequence. However, the problem repeats again with the increased length of the output sequence, beyond the 10 6 order. In practical terms, increasing the length of the output sequence, say from order 10 6 to 10 7 does not solve the problem, since the longer sequence will eventually also become periodic [8] . In order to provide a solution to such problems we designed a new generator of chaotic bits with mixed-mode inputs. Such an approach increases the level of chaos, as it is much more difficult to predict the chaotic binary output of our generator. The parameters of the two (continuous and discrete) chaotic input systems can easily be modified each time the generator is run. It is shown that in the case of small number of bit representation the proposed generator works much better when compared with the single source chaotic bit generators. Our generator prevents periodicity and the obtained sequence is truly chaotic as evidenced by the results of the 0-1 test.
The tests for randomness also show an improved quality (i.e. higher entropy levels) of the binary sequences obtained from the mixed-mode generator.
Also, the proposed generator with two parts, the discrete (logistic, Henon or other map) and analog (Chua, Rössler or Lorenz system), can be modeled and analyzed using the hardware description language VHDL-AMS, which is an industry standard modeling language for mixed signal circuits. In this paper, however, we focus on analyzing dynamical properties and features of the proposed generator rather than its hardware implementations. The hardware realizations of the proposed generator will be the focus of further research.
2. New mixed-mode generator of chaotic bit sequences The choice of XOR operation of mixing two signals is due to two main reasons. First, the operation is realtively simple and does not require complicated circuit realization. Secondly, the operation is widely used to mix the transmitted data with secret keys in typical secure electronic transmission implementations.
Also, as demonstrated in this paper, the XOR operation significantly improves the quality of the obtained chaotic sequence -see sections 5 and 6 below. Also, the generator performs very well even when a small number of bit representation is used. Another important factor is that the quality analysis of our generator is done through a relativly simple, but reliable tool, namely the 0-1 test, that can be implemented in a real time monitoring system.
Generation of chaotic bits
The chaotic behavior of the logistic map occurs for a certain range of the parameter µ. If the parameter value is chosen from that range, then for any initial condition 0 < x(0) < 1, we obtain a sequence of real numbers in the interval (0, 1). Each of those real numbers is represented as a fixed point number.
Those numbers are implemented in the digital structure of the logistic map shown in Fig. 1c Chaotic bits from the continuous system result from a threshold unit, for example in the form of a simple comparator [2] . A synchronization unit is used to synchronize those bits with the occurrence of bits {D i }. The discrete map is iterated to obtain x(n + 1) when a bit from the continuous chaotic system is received. The two independent chaotic sequences {D i } and {C l } are mixed by the XOR operation. As a result, a new sequence of bits {N k } is obtained. This sequence is next tested by the 0-1 test for chaos [13, 14] .
The 0-1 test for chaos
The 0-1 test is a relatively new tool used to test the presence of chaos in digital sequences when a mathematical model (system of equations) is not available. Thus, the 0-1 test is fundamentally different than the Lyapunov exponents method [15] . The result of the 0-1 test has two forms: a single real number K ∈ (0, 1), and a two-dimensional graph with translation variables p c and q c [16, 17] . For a chaotic sequence the number K should be close to 1.
Regular (nonchaotic) sequences result in numbers K closer to 0. The values of K can be computed by using two different methods: regression or correlation.
For the sequence {N k }, k = 0, 1, . . . , N −1, the values p c and q c are computed by the following expressions for a randomly chosen real number number c ∈ (0, π)
for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. Then, the mean square displacement M c (n), n = 
Next, if the regression method is applied, then the asymptotic growth rate K c of the mean squared displacement is computed as follows
On the other hand, if the correlation method is applied, then two vectors ∆ =
) and ξ = (0, 1, 2, . . . , n cut ) are created. The correlation coefficient K c is obtained as follows
where the cov and var stand for covariance and variance, respectively.
In both methods the above steps are repeated for N c values of c chosen randomly in the interval (0, π). Again, papers [13, 14] recommend N c = 100.
Finally, the median of the N c values of K c is the final number K. The K ≈ 1 indicates a chaotic sequence of bits, while K ≈ 0 indicates regular dynamics.
More details about the 0-1 test, its properties, reliability, comparison with the FFT approach and application in the hardware trojan detection problems are considered in [17, 18] .
Based on the sequences of p c and q c values one can create two-dimensional plots of q c versus p c . For regular (nonchaotic) or weakly chaotic sequences (i.e.
K close to 0 or significantly lower than 1, respectively), the q c versus p c plot has a regular two-dimensional shape, while for chaotic sequences (i.e. K close to 1) the shape is irregular. Numerical examples with both regular and irregular plots are given in the next section. In the examples we use the correlation method and drop the index c in further analysis.
Computational results
We used sequences of 5000 numbers in all our calculations. Also, n cut = 10
and N c = 100. Such values are suggested, for example, in [16] .
First, we used the above approach to analyze the logistic map only, without a continuous chaotic system. For µ = 3.50 the following two cases were considered.
First, we examined a sequence of real numbers from the logistic map. The q − p plot is shown in Fig. 2a . Then, in the second case, the sequence of real numbers from the previous case was transformed to a respective fixed point representation. We selected a particular bit position and tested a sequence of bits from the consecutive fixed-point numbers, i.e. from each fixed-point number we selected a single bit of {Y 0j } in Fig. 1c (on the 7th position) and 
Mixed-mode input chaotic generator: quality of randomness
In the previous section we analyzed the chaotic dynamics of the generated bit sequences. In this section we evaluate whether or not the chaotic bit sequencse have any features of random processes. It should be underlined that the chaos phenomenon is not equivalent to a random one. Some chaotic sequences show only selected random features, depending on the length of the analyzed data.
The goal now is to test if the mixed-mode generator's chaotic sequences exhibit similar random features as the ideal random quantum generator does for sequences of short length.
The ent tests
The binary sequences obtained from the mixed-mode generator were tested by the ent software and its various tests for randomness [20] . A sequence of bits is first transformed by ent into ASCII characters. Then the sequence of ASCII characters undergoes six independent tests, as follows [21] .
• Entropy level test. For a sequence of ASCII characters we obtain randomness if the entropy level is around the value of 8. The lower the entropy level, the more likely it is to have a non-random sequence of ASCII characters.
• Compression test. Random sequences should have their compression levels close to 0%.
• χ 2 (chi-square) test. Randomess is confirmed in this test if a sequence falls into the interval of 10% to 90%. As explained in [20] , such an interval is achieved primarily in the case of radioactive isotope decays. Also, the chi-square distribution is calculated for the stream of bytes in the sequence and expressed as two values: an absolute number and a percentage which indicates how frequently a truly random sequence would exceed the value calculated. For example, the result of (213.91; 95%) indicates a sequence with the χ 2 distribution of 213.91, and the sequence would exceed randomly that value 95% of the times.
• Arithmetic Mean Value (AMV) test with the output value close to 127.5 for random sequences. In this test all input bytes are summed up and divided by the total number of bytes.
• Monte-Carlo π (MC π) test indicating a random sequence if the result is a single percentage digit. For very long input streams this value will be close to 0, meaning an accurate approximation of the number π [20] .
• Serial Correlation Coefficient (SCC) test yielding the number close to 0.0 for random sequences. This test checks dependece of each byte on a previous one. If there is no dependence between bytes, then the SCC value is close to 0.0 .
The details of the tests can be found in [20, 21] . All types of chaotic bit sequences discussed in this paper were tested by the above six tests. We list these sequences in Table 1 and mark them as sequences s1, s2, . . . , s9. The most important test for randomness is, in our opinion, the entropy test. Therefore, as a reference sequence s1 we selected a sequence obtained from a commercially available quantum generator Quantis manufactured by the Swiss firm [12] . We used the model USB-4M with the serial number 163109A410 supported by Quantique's official "True Quantum Randomness Certificate" [22] . The sequence s1, as the one with excellent parameters (perhaps with the exception of the χ 2 value), is a reference sequence to which we relate all other chaotic sequences, including those obtained with the XOR operation in our mixed-mode generator. Table 1 : Sources of bits sequences tested by ent sn Source s1 Quantis' reference sequence of high entropy [12] s2 Lorenz chaotic bits s3 Chua chaotic bits s4 Logistic chaotic bits (32 bit sequence {Y 7j }, see Fig.1c ) s5 Logistic chaotic bits (10 bit sequence {Y 7j }, see Fig.1c ) s6 sequence s2 XOR sequence s4 s7 sequence s3 XOR sequence s4 s8 sequence s2 XOR sequence s5 s9 sequence s3 XOR sequence s5 Fig. 7 shows examples of scatter plots of s1-s9, each consisting of 10, 000 bits stacked in rows of 100 bits. Visual and rather subjective observation of the nine sequences in Fig. 7 indicates that the scatter plots of sequences s6 (= s2 XOR s4) and s7 (= s3 XOR s4) are very close to the ideal sequence s1.
Analysis of test results
The scatter plot obtained from the logistic equation with 32 bit respresentation (sequence s4) also seems to be of good quality, but the same logistic equation yields much worse scatter plot if 10 bits are used only (sequence s5). The scatter plots of sequences s2 and s3 seem to be of low quality when compared to the scatter plot of s1. Sequences s2 and s3 and their scatter plots depend heavily on the threshold value of the Threshold Unit in Fig. 1b results shown in Table 2 for sequences s2 (Lorenz binary chaotic sequence) and s3 (Chua binary chaotic sequence) indicate relatively low entropy level, much lower than the desired value of 8. This is caused by the bias phenomenonlong intervals of the same bits. Thus, neither s2 nor s3 can be considered as a random sequence with high levels of entropy and the von Neumann correction is certainly recommended to those individual sequences. The logistic chaotic bit sequence s4 performs surprisingly well with a high entropy level (the length of data in {Y j } in Fig. 1c is 32 bits), and much poorer if the length is only 10 bits (sequence s5 in Table 2 ). The s4 sequence is generated by the system in Fig. 1c . There is a danger of having a repeated, identical sequences s4, if the system uses the same initial seed value. This can happen when an unathorized (hacking) event occurs. with s5 in our mixed-mode generator, creates sequences s8 or s9, respectively.
These sequences have better test results than s5 alone with the entropy level increased two-fold. There are also improved compression levels, AM V values and MC π percentages for s8 and s9 sequences when compared to the s5 sequence. Our results of the MC π test are at the desired 1-2% level for s6 and s7. Such results are typically obtained with much longer sequences [20] . The results of the χ 2 test for s6 and s7 are also much better than those of s2 and s3
(and even of s1). As described on the [23] site, the χ 2 values of weakly random sequences are large while small for random sequences. This is clearly seen from Table 2 . Those results are also confirmed by the lower compression levels for s6 and s7, which are in the range of 1-2%, comparable with the compression level for s1. Also, let us not forget that none of the sequences s6, s7, s8, and s9 undergoes the von Neumann correction. Overall, these sequences have good characteristics of random sequences, often comparable with those obtained from the professional quantum random number generators, such as the one used in this paper to generate sequence s1. 
Conclusion
At the present time the methods of designing of chaotic bit generators lack the protection against a potential of synchronization, and problems of finite length of bits in a number representation. Also, a possibilty of reusing of the same seed values (initial cnditions), obtained from chaotic generators to initialize pseudo-random algorithms, has not been properly addressed and examined yet [8] - [10] . To deal with those serious problems, we have proposed a new mixed-mode generator of chaotic bit sequences with an increased level of chaotic behavior (as evidenced by the increased parameter K in the 0-1 test).
The improvement is due to mixing two independent chaotic inputs (continuous and discrete). The computational results confirm the strong chaotic nature of the generator's output as evidenced by the K values and irregularity of the q − p shapes in the 0-1 test. The two chaotic sequences that we mix through the XOR unit are also checked individually for their quality. Our generator exhibits some features of randomness without the von Neumann correction that is needed in most other chaotic based random bit generators. Also, it is worth mentioning that for shorter binary sequences, such as considered in this paper, the NIST statistical tests are not applicable. Therefore, we use the ent suite to examine the generator's performance and compare it with the performance of a truly random quantum reference generator of Quantis [12, 22] . Our chaotic generator can be assembled as a classical electronic circuit (continuous chaotic system) hooked up to a FPGA yielding a discrete chaotic system. In such a case, to model the whole generator one can use hardware description languages suitable to analyze mixed systems (continuous and discrete) [24] - [27] . Finally, our approach of taking the 7th bit in consecutive numbers is an efficient way to be implemented in FPGA devices when the hardware resources are very limited. a hot research topic [28, 29] .
